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Infrastructure in the city may be crumbling away, but 
Norwich Cycling Campaign is still pointing the way ahead

Norwich Cycling 
Campaign came  
officially into 
existence at a 
public meeting 
held on 26th 
September 1990, 
and Newsletter 
No.1 was pro-
duced later that 
year, a mighty 
stapled sheaf

The joint co-ordinator at that time was the indomitable 
Les Hopkins, who has now sadly passed away 
(reported in Newsletter No.71), but who achieved such 
a lot to raise the profile of cycling in Norwich during 
the early years of the Campaign.

Matt Williams 

of photocopied pages impressively produced by 
cutting and pasting – literally – well before the days of 
PCs and all things digital.

We still have on file his 
handwritten draft of the front page 
of the very first newsletter –
written with idealistic enthusiasm 
and campaigning on all fronts.

We may have 
seen off some 
of the more 
extreme past 
threats to our 
city’s welfare, 
such as the  
monstrous 
plan of the 
early 1990s to
 build an 

Street, but there is still a much to be done week by 
week, such as ensuring people on bikes can access 
the redeveloped Anglia Square, as you can read 
about in this edition.  And don’t just read about these 
things, please consider getting involved! 
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            Your Cycling Campaign  
Jeff reports some good news for the city on the cycle parking front

from the Chair’s 

office

Campaign Website update (a message from Olly):

Our email link (info.norwichcyclingcampaign@gmail.com) has been well used over the last 

three months, with requests for information and advice regarding:

Setting up a cycling group at a local school

Advice and help about installing cycle stands in a well known public area

Request to update the public about the Council’s recent installation of new cycle stands 

in the City

A request via Sustrans for volunteer bike mechanics to help give local training sessions 

in cycle maintenance.

So please feel free to use the link and pass it on to anyone.  We well always endeavour to 

reply promptly and give good advice.

On our website at the moment you can find information about the forthcoming joint CTC/

CycleNation conference in Sheffield (October 2011) and details about Mobility Week which is 

16th to 22nd September 2011.

We have been consulted on major developments and the needs of cyclists have been taken into account, and significant 

improvements for cyclists are now incorporated into plans for the Anglia Square development proposals. This scheme is 

up for final approval, and may go to the full city council for approval in September so please lobby the city councillors 

of your Ward, whatever party, to ensure these positive changes for cycling through the development are retained.

A proposal “Making Room: St Stephens Street Area” includes plans to make further changes  to reduce cars driving 

through the city centre and speed up bus journeys. Funding is not yet granted by central government, but if and when it 

happens, these changes would be  advantageous to cyclists, allowing us to continue to use Theatre St, along with buses, 

but stopping drivers. Cyclists also have 2 way travel   in some streets which are now one way. 

Many small improvements have been made in the north of the city, out towards the airport. Living on St Clements Hill, 

I see many people cycling in for work. Due to a number of accidents involving cyclists at the Wall Rd junction, 

informal cycle lanes have been provided using red surfacing to alert drivers  to the presence of cyclists.

 Lucy Hall and Michael Dale do a great job with consultations, but we need members and cyclists generally to support 

moves for continual improvements, so please keep in touch with the website. Olly  Stretton -Downes   keeps this up to 

date, and we have many thousands of hits.

We welcome all these planned and completed   traffic  changes , but should not be complacent as we are worlds away 

from the cycling levels and facilities of Holland or Copenhagen. Jeff Jordan

There is good news for cycling in Norwich, with 46 new cycle stands with spaces for 92 cycles 

installed in the city centre.  The City Council consulted Norwich Cycling Campaign, members of 

the public, businesses and councillors in making these improvements. 

These new stands are spread around the city centre and railway station, close to shops and 

businesses, just as suits local cyclists and visiting tourists. If you would like details of the sites 

please see the cycling campaign website.

New cycle parking at 
Upper St Giles

More new cycle parking 
at Tombland



Four photographs for you.
Very simple, can you name these locations?

1

2

3

4

[Answers on page 6]

1 - The only public secure 
cycling parking in Norwich

- a campaign of years

2 - Will the multi-million pound upgrade of this Norwich 
store mean and end to these wheel-grabbers?

3 - If it takes ten men five years to make a hole...

4 – The only Norwich ramp to make steps 

easier for cyclists (but not too easy!)

Insufficient demand

Mr Mudd did not rule out a resumption of the service and claimed that resources and patient demand were reviewed 
monthly.  The trust believed there was insufficient demand for the service in some areas.

Hilary Benn, Labour MP for Leeds Central, said: "It sounds like it is being cut and it is not going to come back. "If that is 
the case, I think this is very sad news."  Mr Benn said the ambulance service does a "great job" but said the cycling 
paramedics had "added to the service".

The cycle response units use adapted bicycles that carry medical equipment in panniers and are designed to navigate 
quickly through pedestrianised and built-up areas.  Mr Mudd claimed the services did "have its limitations".

The Lifecycle service was first introduced to York and then tested in Leeds in 2005. The scheme in Harrogate was 
started in May 2011.

Hull, Leeds and Sheffield lose cycle paramedic service

From the BBC website August 2011

An NHS trust has suspended cycling paramedic services in three Yorkshire cities.

The Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust has taken the Lifecyle quick response 
service off the road in Hull, Leeds and Sheffield.  The service is still in operation in 
Harrogate and York.

The trust's Paul Mudd said: "We've re-seconded the staff back on to traditional 
ambulances and rapid response vehicles."

The move follows a review by the trust of its staff and resources.  Mr Mudd, the 
trust's Assistant Director of Operations, said: "We've suspended service for the time 
being. We are looking at all resources to get the most efficient use."

As usual, Norwich got there first - the cycling paramedic scheme was launched in 
Norwich in 2000, with the famous Iain Colquhoun, who once came to give a talk to 
Norwich Cycling Campaign.  It was the first such scheme in the country, having 
since been copied all over the UK.

Sad news about the Yorkshire service – so could the same happen here?
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Jeff 
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Phyll’s Philosophies

THROW-BACK:  Strangely archaic wheel-grabber 
cycle parking recently installed to support the 
swanky new Narthex at St John’s Cathedral

Submitted by Eileen

MIND THE GAP
SPOTTED IN NORWICH

When husband Bob and I were cycle touring in the West Country 
a few years back, we were very pleased to find, in Taunton, a 
secure lock-up cycle parking facility where we could safely leave 
our bikes and attached baggage for 50p all day, allowing us to 
explore the town unencumbered.  How many of us know that we 
have a similar facility here in Norwich?

Recently I got into conversation with a solo cycle tourist at 
Norwich station.  He was on his way home to Ipswich after 
touring the Norfolk coast.  He said he would have liked to take a 
look around Norwich but couldn’t find anywhere to safely leave 
his laden bike.  I told him about the facility at St Andrew’s 
multi-storey car park where cycles can be left in a lock-up pound 
right under the eye of the attendant.  He looked and found it on 
his hand-held satnav and gratefully set off for it.

Now, why isn’t this excellent facility signed from the railway 
station?  And why isn’t it better known about?  I have spoken to 
our city cycling officer, Tim Mellors, but still no signage appears.

*

When a couple cycle out together, who goes first, the man or the 
woman?  By observation it’s usually the man going first, with the 
woman trailing along several yards behind, often struggling to 
keep up with her partner.  Is this necessarily the correct way?  
When Bob and I went out cycling together he always allowed me 
to go first.  As he was naturally the faster cyclist he wanted to 
go at my pace, making sure that I didn’t get left behind.  The 
same is true of course when cycling out with a child or a novice or 
trainee cyclist.  The stronger, more experienced one behind also 
gives some shelter to the weaker one in front.  It also shows a 
bit more consideration and basic courtesy.

*

A while ago I suggested to council cycling officers that off-road 
routes, such as Marriott’s Way, should be signed at intervals so 
that users, particularly those new to the route such as tourists, 
have some idea where they are and can alert the emergency 
services to an accident or sudden illness.  The answer was that if 
a call for help was made from a mobile phone, the operator could 
tell the position of the caller, so no signage was necessary.

Now it seems the Ramblers’ Association are warning that 999 call 
operators are unable to handle grid reference numbers and are 
too reliant on satnav systems which use postcodes.  In a rural 
area a postcode could cover a 20-mile radius, such that delays in 
linking emergency services to casualties are inevitable.

It seems that map-reading skills are being lost.  Yet most serious 
cyclists and walkers use paper OS maps, including grid reference 
numbers for locations of places.  For emergency services, a basic 
knowledge of eastings and northings should be essential.  I have 
always reckoned that it should be included in the national 
curriculum at the top end of the primary school, which is the age 
at which I became a proficient map reader.  And how useful I’ve 
found it ever since.

‘The bicycle – the most civilised conveyance 
known to man’ – Iris Murdoch

‘The problem in Cambridge is that there are so 
many bikes there aren’t enough railings to lock 
them up to’ – James Randerson, CAM Magazine

*
Arrhythmia, or irregular heart beat, is an increasingly common 
problem.  It’s also worrying as it can be the cause of strokes and 
heart attacks.  Now a study has found that air pollution, 
particularly the presence of nano-particles in diesel fumes and 
car tyres, among others, can have this effect by stimulating the 
release of adrenaline.  The research findings, published in the 
ASC Nano Journal, add to growing concerns about the levels of 
such particles throughout Britain.

Cities, including London, Oxford, Sheffield, Liverpool and Leeds, 
routinely exceed EU safety limits for particulates emitted by 
diesel vehicles, and Britain faces a potential £300m fine if 
pollution levels continue to breach legal limits.  So what is being 
done about it?

*

After a break of 3 years I have just rejoined the YHA.  Prior to 
that I’d been a member since my teens and had logged up more 
than 550 hostel bednights.  Staying at Wells youth hostel last 
week I was surprised to see so many cyclists there, including a 
family group of 13 from Wales whose ages ranged from 3 to the 
70s.  Now I have heard on the BBC news programme, and read an 
article in The Guardian, about the big increase in the number of 
people taking cycling holidays in this country this summer.  The 
cycle shops are doing big business in sales of bikes, clothing and 
equipment.  Marvellous!  That’s what I like to hear.

Enjoy the rest of the summer.

Phyll Hardie

Well we’ve had wet weather 

“I saw the new cycle stands at the Forum this morning. Ugly 
looking things! Are they any more secure than what was 
there before? In any case, they were full to capacity, and 
the old Sheffield stands have gone, contrary to what we 
suggested.
However many stands the council provides - anywhere -
they're regularly full up. Those outside John Lewis were full 
right up, with the overflow beginning to creep onto the 
forbidden railings.”

Ugly or what?

[From a separate communication from Phyll]

Hands up if you prefer these to what was there before?
(if you don’t remember, it was simple stainless steel Sheffield stands)
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Planning Application 11/00160/F   Redevelopment of Anglia Square
Norwich Cycling Campaign Response To Developer’s Cycling Strategy

Forward

As per our initial submission Norwich Cycling Campaign are still disappointed that there have been no discussions between the developer 
or their appointed planning representatives.

We feel that if these discussions had of taken place many of the areas of contention could have been resolved.

This response is additional to our earlier representations submitted in May and relates entirely to the “Anglia Square Shopping Centre 
Cycling Strategy” submitted by B3 Architects LLP in July 2011. For ease all page numbers in this submission refer to the page numbers of 
this document.

Issue 1 Cycle Facilities Numbers and Locations

As per our earlier submission we, as well as both the Council and central government, believe that the location of cycle parking is key to 
achieving the model shift in transport from car to other more sustainable forms of transport.  Cycle thefts and the fear of the theft is 
recognised as a major deterrent to making the switch from car travel to cycle travel.

Page 3 Norwich Cycling Campaign (NCC) welcomes the increase in cycle stands to be provided both for staff and the public. We also 
welcome the repositioning of some of these spaces inside the centre near the shops. 

However NCC would still like to see a greater number of stands inside the shopping centre.

Page 4. Shows 4 pictures of cycle stands and NCC would like to address our concerns about these. Pictures 1 and 2 from the top show 
typical good quality parking based on “Sheffield Stands”.  

NCC would welcome this type of stand. “Sheffield Stands” come in a wide variety looks and finishes and are widely regarded by cyclists. 
Properly spaced for cycle panniers these stands are very good for use when shopping. NCC would ideally like to see all stands covered 
as this also encourages greater use.  These stands can also be attractive and therefore not distract from the overall look of the centre.

We cannot comment on the secure cycle parking as in the picture as it is difficult to see its precise nature and consideration needs to be 
had into the security and access issues. However we do support the use of secure cycle parking and would ideally like to see some of the 
proposed cycle spaces in the centre made secure. This is particularly important to visitors to the city using National Cycle Route 1 who 
may wish to have more secure parking than a person purely shopping locally.

However we would strongly advice against any of the proposed parking being of the type shown in picture 4. These cycle racks are 
thankfully no longer typical, are ugly, useless for shopping or any cycle use. They are widely called “wheel benders” for good reason. 
They represent poor quality cycle parking and do not fit with the design standards suggested in the council’s local plan.

Issue 2. Six Month Trial Period on cycling through Anglia Square.

Norwich Cycling Campaign strongly object to the idea of a 6 month trial and reject the link with the Norwich City Councils policy of for “City 
Centre Cycling”.

Firstly we would like to address the issue of the proposed link with the “City Centre Cycling” Policy. 

There is absolutely no link between “City Centre Cycling” policy and the Anglia Square development.

At present NCC are discussing with the council about the use/restrictions etc for cycling on the public highways controlled by the city 
council. As public highways the use of these roads/streets/pathways can be altered periodically as circumstances or political objectives 
change.

In the past 20 years there has been a growing political consensus that if order town and city centres are to survive, as well as the 
environmental benefits, more people need to be encouraged to use walking/cycling and public transport as a means of transport. Norwich 
City Council have like most other councils chosen to review their Traffic Regulation Orders to see if this can help this change. They can 
do so because they own or control the roads.

The greatest impediment to the councils desire to see a model shift in transport use remains the fact that council’s neither own or control 
private land and have very limited powers to determine use. In effect this limit is its right to determine use at the planning permission 
stage.

As the Anglia Square development is a private development the present planning permission represents its only chance of determining 
the issue of cycling through the centre. If the council concedes on a 6 month trial they will never be able to determine the use again which 
they will of handed to the developer.
In relation to the 6 month trial period who will be the judge as to the safeness of a mixed use route after this period and what will be the 
legal fallout if this is delegated to the developer etc.

Facts about mixed pedestrian/cycle routes.

Norwich Cycling  Campaign would like to address some of the concerns raised about mixed cycling/pedestrian use.

NCC believe that much of the opposition to the joint cycle/pedestrian use is not based on fact but on outdated prejudice and would like the 
city council to consider the following points.

Since its opening there has been a joint pedestrian/cycle path out side the Forum on Millennium Plain. There has as yet been no 
complaints or reports of any accidents in this period. (Fact)

Since considerate cycling was agreed between the city council and Norwich Cycling Campaign in Chapelfield Park the have been no 
reported accidents. (Fact)

“The number of pedestrian casualties in accidents with pedal cycles is small, with 1 pedestrian fatality, 52 serious injuries and 261 
casualties in total in 2008”.  (DFT Statistics 2008)

In 2009 and 2010 there were believed to be no reported fatalities involving cyclists and pedestrians and a fall in the number of serious 
injuries. (Full statistics not yet published)(DFT Website)

There are already shared use paths for cyclists and pedestrians in Edward Street created as part of the planned redevelopment of the 
area on paths that are 20% of the width of the proposed streets inside the centre. (Fact)

Whether the cycling through the centre as part of the planning permission is granted or not the directness of the route from Edward Street 

Facts about mixed pedestrian/cycle routes

Norwich Cycling  Campaign would like to address some of the concerns raised about mixed cycling/pedestrian use.

NCC believe that much of the opposition to the joint cycle/pedestrian use is not based on fact but on outdated prejudice and would like the 

city council to consider the following points.

Since its opening there has been a joint pedestrian/cycle path out side the Forum on Millennium Plain. There has as yet been no 

complaints or reports of any accidents in this period. (Fact)

Since considerate cycling was agreed between the city council and Norwich Cycling Campaign in Chapelfield Park the have been no 

reported accidents. (Fact)

“The number of pedestrian casualties in accidents with pedal cycles is small, with 1 pedestrian fatality, 52 serious injuries and 261 

casualties in total in 2008”.  (DFT Statistics 2008)

In 2009 and 2010 there were believed to be no reported fatalities involving cyclists and pedestrians and a fall in the number of serious 

injuries. (Full statistics not yet published)(DFT Website)

There are already shared use paths for cyclists and pedestrians in Edward Street created as part of the planned redevelopment of the 

area on paths that are 20% of the width of the proposed streets inside the centre. (Fact)

Whether the cycling through the centre as part of the planning permission is granted or not the directness of the route from Edward Street 

to the St Crispins Road crossing will mean that the route will be used. (accepted by almost everyone including council officers)

Norwich Cycling Campaign believe that should obey the law. It does not support cycling on pavements where it is not legal to do so 

anymore than the AA or RAC support drivers using mobile phones when driving. However to make illegal the use of this route would be a 

waste of badly needed recourses. Do the council really want to criminalise considerate cycling in Norwich? Do the already stretched 

police really want to divert recourses to enforce any ban on cyclists?

Any cyclists causing a hazard to other road users can adequately be dealt with by the use of laws that specifically deal with this issue. 

(Fact) Why criminalise the considerate as well?

We do not believe that the city council has agreed to a 6 month trial as stated on page 3 of the document.

We have seen comments that oppose mixed cycling and pedestrian use is unsafe and I hope that the facts above counter these. I am 

particularly disappointed to read the comments of the Norwich Society. Not only does the society think that there should be any crossing 

on St Crispins Road, which rather negates their support for the cycle path around the new centre, but they provide no evidence to support 

their ban of cycling within the centre. As a member of the Norwich Society for over 5 years I do not recall being asked my opinions about 

this issue or any other planning issue and cannot therefore believe that this actually represents the views of its members.

Summary 

Norwich Cycling Campaign reiterate our comments in our earlier submission. (See attached)

We welcome the increased provision of cycle parking inside the centre although we would still ask for more.

We reject the 6 month trial of cycling through the centre and believe that the city council should make as a condition of its granting 

detailed planning permission unfettered access on routes through the centre as outlined on page 4 of the document. 

We ask that the council uphold its own local plan policies TRA3, TRA5 and TRA15 and PPG 13. 

Considerate cycling works and the restriction of use by cyclists to the route through Anglia Square would represent a major impediment to 

present and future cyclists living and working in the North of Norwich.

Norwich Cycling Campaign want to see the integration of all parts of the city and welcome developments that enhance the city and quality 

of life of its citizens.

Michael Dale

Joint Consultations Officer

Norwich Cycling Campaign.

5th August 2011

We make no apology for including these random copied extract of a 
submission we made to the city planners about Anglia Square, to 
give a flavour of the sort of detailed work that has to put in to 
overcome some of the outdated arguments that are still made by 
planning professionals who do not seem to grasp that having a high 
degree of cycle access is one of the most effective things that can 
be done to promote a sociable and economically buoyant urban scene.  
Our thanks to Michael (and Lucy) for all the hard work on this.

ANGLIA SQUARE
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Website: www.norwichcyclingcampaign.org         Email: info.norwichcyclingcampaign@gmail.com
Discussion group: norwichcycling@yahoogroups.com

Chairman (jointly held): Jeff Jordan (jeffjordan117@msn.com) & Virginia Greasley
Treasurer & Membership Secretary Bob Cutter (robert.cutter@mypostoffice.co.uk)
Consultations Officer (jointly held): Lucy Hall (01603 613440, consult.norwichcycling.camp@gmail.com) 

& Michael Dale
Webpage Editor: Oliver Stretton-Downes (oliver@s-downes.freeserve.co.uk)
Newsletter Compiler: Matthew Williams (mattwill75@hotmail.com)
Other committee members: Phyll Hardie, Fraser Tomsett, Sharon Schofield
Minute Taker Christine Wilson
Hon. Auditor Rachel Mold
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Norwich Cycling Campaign members’ meetings normally take place on the 3rd Thursday of the month in 
The Copeman Room, United Reformed Church, Prince’s Street (go down the ramp).  

       Forthcoming meetings:  15 Sept, 20 Oct, 17 Nov 2011.  All members welcome!

!! Deadline for material for Summer newsletter: 28 November 2011 !!

Norwich City Council (part time cycling officer): Tim Mellors (timmellors@norwich.gov.uk)

Contacts and Who’s Who 

REVENGE: What a difference 20 years 
makes.  Matt finally conquers the hill 
in the Gas Hill Gasp held on 8 July

WE DON’T NEED TO KNOW THIS

Some time in the late 19
80s the Sun published 

two Sun Spots (it must be true) tha
t told us:

Male cyclists think
 about sex 84% of the time 

while cycling.  Female cyclists think about 

cycling 84% of the time they're having sex.

As a result, the (
all-male) group I went touring 

with that year ca
lled themselves "Club Cyc

liste 

du Quatre-Vingt-Quatre".
Crazy 

people tackling the original 
Gasp Up Gas Hill held in the 1980s

Another of the Cycling Campaign’s early stunts 
(cutting from EEN, 20 March 1991)

Od d s  a n d  e n d s

The Tour of Britain

The Tour comes back through 
Norfolk again this year, but 
regrettably not through Norwich.  To 
see it, on Saturday 17th September, 
you’ll have to go south or west to 
Diss, Bunwell or Wymondham

ROUTE OF TOUR OF 
BRITAIN RACE 
THROUGH NORFOLK

NORWICH

“Have a look at the Cycle Logistics website, including the 
slideshow. Apparently Copenhagen spent £40 per head on 
cyclists last year, here a mere 70 pence per head. We are 50 
years behind the times; what can we do to remedy the situation?”

One of our contributors writes...

One of our members (Mr V Meldrew) sent in this photo 
to show a freshly resurfaced bit of road in west Norwich, 
which involved merely dribbling some loose tar-covered 
stones into a pre-existing pothole.  [Nothing unusual 
about this IMHO – Ed.] ‘But what earthly use is leaving 
the hole?’ asked a clearly exasperated Mr M, ‘I just don’t 
believe it!’  We await to see how it will look after the winter.
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